
Green Mountain Club, Montpelier Section
Executive Committee Meeting
14 July 2004, 6:52 p.m.

The meeting at Mary and Manny Garcia’s home was called to order at 6:52 p.m. by President
Bill Clark. 

In attendance: Bill Clark (President), Jill Aspinall (Vice President), Ken Hertz (Treasurer),
Sylvia Plumb (Secretary), Nancy Jordan (Trail Talk Editor), Duncan Wilkie (Trails and Shelters
Coordinator), Ann Burcroff (GMC Director), Fred Jordan (Alternate GMC Director), Charlene
Bohl (Publicity Coordinator), Priscilla Page (50th Anniversary Committee), and Nancy Schulz
(Guest).

A. Old Business

1.) Acceptance of minutes from previous meeting (April, 2004) – MOTION: accept
minutes with addition of date of January 11 Executive Committee meeting to list of
upcoming meeting dates. The motion was seconded and passed. 

2.) 50th section anniversary comments — The Section will not do a dinner party in honor
of the anniversary. Discussion of activities is underway by the 50th Anniversary
Committee. Doris Washburn, longest member of section, is contacting older, previous
members. She is asking for memories, experiences, and pictures. The 50th Anniversary
Committee hopes to do a display and slideshow using these collected memories.
QUESTION: Shall we use the slideshow as the presentation for the annual meeting? Who
can help put it together? The Executive Committee gave general consensus to idea of
slideshow as program at annual meeting. Sylvia P. and Fred J. offered to help with the
slideshow.

The archives have been examined and information collected. Reidun Nuquist will write a
section history to build on Sally Sairs earlier history.

Anniversary ideas:
 Slideshow presentation of history
 Float in Montpelier 4th of July parade

Aside: Bill Clark introduced new publicity coordinator Charlene Bohl. She has been hiking with
the GMC for ten years. The committee offered congrats for her success in getting the section’s
activities into the Times Argus.

3.) Nancy Schulz fundraising proposal — Nancy would like to lead 50 trips in 2005 in
honor of her 50th birthday and the section’s 50th anniversary. This 50/50 event would be a
fundraising campaign for the section. There was general support for the fundraising idea
but the committee wants to be sure outings are free and don’t appear otherwise. With this
in mind, the committee suggested people could pledge a certain amount for each hike
Nancy leads or for the number of people who attend her outings. If it were organized this
way, folks who do not attend the outings could participate through a pledge. The Web site
could have some sort of virtual hike to publicize the effort. The committee felt that the
50/50 campaign should be set up so folks could pledge a certain total amount, a per-hike



or per-participant pledge, or a pledge option with a cap on the total amount if they
desired. Nancy suggested naming giving levels after historical figures in GMC history.
ACTION: Nancy Schulz will write something up for Trail Talk. She will e-mail the text
to Bill C., Jill A., and Sylvia P. for review.

 
4.) Sterling Pond / Watson Camp Planning — The meeting scheduled for July 15 was

cancelled due to illness. Bill C. brought the Sterling / Watson issue to the executive
committee because there is a need to act quickly, probably by 2005. The section needs a
sense for what it wants to do.

ISSUE: Watson camp is in disrepair. It is being repaired enough to remove danger.
Rebuilding at the Watson site is not an option due to wetness of area and being too close
to the pond. Sterling Shelter also needs to be replaced (probably with a stick-built
structure constructed at GMC headquarters). Attempts have been made to find a new
shelter site for the Sterling Pond area. Fred J. found a site, but it is in Bicknell’s Thrush
territory and thus not a good location. The GMC Trail Management Committee has
suggested locating the shelter north of the Pond with a blue blaze to the Pond. Bill C.
does not think that will work. The best solution seems to be to remove Watson and
replace Sterling with a structure at the Sterling location. Tent platforms should also be
part of the Sterling plan. The privy should become a moldering privy (cold system),
which doesn’t require as much maintenance as a composting privy (hot system).

While current overnight usage has been going down at Sterling Pond, the high day use
requires an overnight spot for a caretaker. Sterling was built in 1972. GMC HQ wants a
roof at the site. The site gets trashed in the winter season.

This issue needs to be a priority for the section. Section needs to give direction on the
issue. There is a possibility for the use of a helicopter. Not sure if permits will be needed.
It will be a hard hat job. Section has talent to do the job. There will be two major efforts,
removal and construction.

Suggestion that perhaps tent platforms would be better than shelter since overnight use is
down? But GMC wants a roof.

Window of time for removal / construction because Smugglers Notch Ski Area will be
using a helicopter during summer 2005 for ski lift construction. It is hoped that GMC can
use it as well.

Shelters are great way to invigorate section. Question raised: is anniversary, Nancy 50/50,
and shelter building too much?

Bill C. said it all ties in nicely. The shelter could be built in two weekends.

INFORMAL VOTE: Committee voted unanimously to build a new shelter next year.

It was also suggested that Sterling Shelter be left up temporarily until a new Sterling is
built further up the hill with a view of the pond but away from it.



5.) Allis Trail signage and installation — The old sign commemorating David Morse was
torn down. Cat Eich created a new sign, which Fred Jordan displayed. Should there be a
ceremony for installation of new sign? ACTION: No ceremony since there was a
ceremony when the sign was first installed. Bill C., Fred J, and Duncan W. will install the
sign in summer 2004.

6.) Web site report —A couple weeks ago, couldn’t get to the site because apparently some
confusion in bill being paid since it was on someone’s personal credit card. MOTION:
Authorize treasurer to obtain a debit card attached to a new savings account and provide
debit card number to the Web site host provider. MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY.

7.) Treasurer’s Report — 

Checking balance $4,500
Six month CD $1,000

--------
Total balance $5,500

Anticipated income $200 in dues (By July 80% of dues and contributions have been
received.)

Projected expenses $1,700
Projected balance end of FY ’04 $4,000

Ken H. would like to move more money into CDs. 

MOTION: Authorize the treasurer to move up to $2,500 for checking into a one-year CD
and maintain existing 6-mos. CD and leave a prudent amount in checking. MOTION
PASSED.

8.) Outings Report — Jill A. reported that it has been a great summer. The biggest news is
that the Monday night series is going amazingly well. We are seeing new leaders, new
people. 

The leadership training held in Hubbard Park was not so successful. We had four very
experienced people and one new person. Jill A. would like to see the section offer more
leadership trainings, but should we do in conjunction with GMC HQ? We need to think
about how to do the trainings and how to get leaders to attend. Should we work with
Burlington Section? We have all the elements but they haven’t been executed. We do now
have a Helpful Hints document for leaders. The fall schedule is filling up

9.) Membership report (Allen Jacobs / Bill Clark) —  

286 active members
30 lapsed
316 total members
172 e-mail addresses on file for members

What should we do with the names we gather from outings? Should we do a non-member
follow up? Jill is seeing lots of new names and non-members on trip report lists, especially



from the Monday hikes. We don’t do anything with the nonmember information. We have all
the names and addresses. Sylvia P. spoke with Jill Haas, membership clerk at GMC. Jill Haas
said the GMC HQ would be happy to send letters to nonmembers section collects from
outings. ACTION: The section will get the names and addresses from outing reports to the
GMC HQ on a regular basis (every couple of months). The HQ will then send membership
acquisition letters to the non-members asking them to join the Montpelier Section.

We don’t seem to have enough copies of Trail Talk to give out on outings. We print about 400
copies of Trail Talk (a 10-page issue costs $140) Should we print more? Should we make
Trail Talk available on the Web site as a PDF so folks could print copies themselves? Should
we create something cheaper to hand out (like the Burlington Section’s activity card)? Should
we put everything on a business card for where to go to find out more information? Should
we do the schedule as a supplement?

ACTION: Bill C. asked Nancy J. and Sylvia P. to discuss options for getting section activity
information out to people in a cost-effective way.

B. New Business

1.) Report from the quarterly GMC Board Meeting (Ann Burcroff) – At the quarterly
board meeting and annual meeting, the GMC announced its slate of officers: Andrew.
Nuquist (President), Richard Windish (Vice President), Bill Lyons (Treasurer), Michael
Chernick (Secretary). GMC ended FY04 with a small surplus, but finances are tight. The
FY05 budget has been level funded. The barn will not be replaced this year. Diamond
Associates has been contracted to do a feasibility study for a capital campaign for the
headquarters. 

The 135-foot Lamoille River Bridge will be built. The two AMC cabins at Wheeler Pond,
have been donated to the GMC. The cabins have been fixed up by the Northeast
Kingdom Section and are available for use. On September 18, the Long Trail will be
featured at the Stratton Foundation Symposium.

2.) Capital Campaign comments (Fred Jordan) – GMC is doing a capital campaign
feasibility study for $30,000. Out of 83 names, it has been determined that 60 will be
good for large contributions. The study is being done to determine the level of support for
a GMC Capital Campaign. Jill A. asked how the Capital Campaign will fold into what
the Sections are asked to do. Fred J. responded that eventually the GMC will ask for
money in all amounts — from large to small. Traditional sources of revenue are drying up
and the economy has not been good. At the GMC Executive retreat in November, the
sections’ involvement in the campaign will be addressed.

3.) Trail and Shelter Responsibilities (Duncan Wilkie) –  Confusion has developed about
the exact section of the Long Trail System that the Montpelier Section is responsible for
maintaining. There is also confusion about what portions of trail the adopters are
maintaining. 

ACTION: Bill C. asked Duncan W. and Ken H. to develop a report of what the section is
responsible for and to give it to Dave Hardy at HQ. Duncan and Ken should also look at



the list of adopters and recruit former Trails and Shelter Coordinator John Buddington to
help clarify the issue.
 

4.) Snowshoe Festival (Bill C.) — At the GMC annual meeting, Ben Rose announced that
there would be no Snowshoe Festival in 2005. Great outcry arose; the general sentiment
is that GMC should continue the annual festival. There is some discussion about the
festival being held at the Mt. Mansfield Ski Touring Center Sylvia P. expressed concern
that if the event is held elsewhere, it will not appear to be a GMC event, but then said if
GMC gives up the event, someone else, most likely a for-profit business, will take over
the event. Bill C. asked the Executive Committee if the Montpelier Section should take
over greater responsibility for the festival. DECISION: Section will continue
involvement at previous level of support – leading outings, helping with activities at HQ.
Section cannot take management role in event.

5.) Procedure for use of discretionary funds — Bill C. asked what the procedure should be
for approval for use of Section money for Section business. What amount needs pre-
approval? The consensus was that it is working as it is. Smaller amounts of up to $50 do
not need pre-approval, but amounts more than that should be approved.

6.) Schedule for Executive Committee meetings

 Wednesday, October 13, Executive Committee meeting at Ken Hertz’s.
At this meeting, we will plan for the 2005 annual meeting.

 Tuesday, January 11, Executive Committee meeting, location TBD

 January 21 or January 28 Taylor Series, hopefully at Noble Hall,
Vermont College — show will be Dave and Lexi’s Pacific Crest Trail hike

 Tuesday, March 15, 2005, Executive Committee meeting 

 Friday, April 1, 2005 — Annual Meeting

MOTION: to close the meeting. Motion passed. Meeting closed at 9:46 p.m.


